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GREAT IDEAS

From the ED archives:
a roundup of some
of our favorite homes
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the astrologically minded
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ED DESIGN HOTELS

The Lanserhof Tegernsee
embraces a new
social currency: health.
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DANIEL’S KITCHENS

Tartines are the greatest
thing since sliced bread.

BY DANIEL BOULUD
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SHOWCASE

Bottega Veneta’s palace
of home design
BY JOAN JULIET BUCK
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EDTV

Inside Andy Cohen’s
new greenrooms
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TALENT

Alina Cho infuses her
home with personal style.
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RESOURCES

Where to find it

TOP: PHILIP FRIEDMAN/STUDIO D

C O N T E N T S

28

ZODIAC
TABLESCAPE
A lush celebration for
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NOT FOR SALE

De Le Cuona and Oscar
de la Renta design a
cape-back strapless gown.

Enter Our Lenox Giveaway
Set a beautiful tablescape with the Season’s Radiance dinnerware
collection by Lenox, featuring watercolor palettes and gold
accents, in your choice of season: Winter, Spring, Summer, or Fall.
The winner will receive 10 place settings, including a dinner
plate, an accent plate, a bowl, and a mug, as well as a matching
platter, serving bowl, and pitcher—a $3,200+ value. See page 172 for
sweepstakes rules, and visit lenox.elledecor.com for your chance to win.
Visit service.elledecor.com to order a print subscription, pay your bill, renew your subscription, update your mailing and e-mail addresses, and more. Or
write to: Customer Service Department, ELLE DECOR, P.O. Box 37870, Boone, IA 50037. One-year subscription rate $15 for U.S. and possessions, $41 for
Canada, and $60 for other international. To purchase digital back issues, please go to backissues.elledecor.com.
ELLE DECOR

Though she started her textiles company, de Le Cuona, by elevating humble linen to the far reaches
of elegant finery, South African–born Bernie de Le Cuona is clearly just as adept at coaxing untapped
beauty out of traditionally glamorous velvet. Her cotton-blend Liquid Teal fabric has the sheen
of, as she puts it, “an exotic cat”—a quality that inspired Fernando Garcia and Laura Kim, the creative
directors of the fashion house Oscar de la Renta, to make this dramatic cape-back strapless gown.
At once streamlined and plush, restrained and decadent, their dress glows like a moonstone,
becoming more complex with each flicker of its wearer’s movement. —Vanessa Lawrence
delecuona.com

oscardelarenta.com
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Each month,
ELLE DECOR asks
an artisan to create
a unique item for
us. At the end of the
year, these pieces will
be auctioned off to
benefit the charity of
each maker’s choice.

Philip Friedman

HAIR & MAKEUP ARTIST: NATALIA MEIJA . MODEL: ANGE-MARIE MOUTAMBOU
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